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Lars Mæhle (b. 1971) has written a number of

books for children and young

adults and fiction, among them the children’s

novel Tunisia’s Keeper (Keeperen til

Tunisia), 2004. In 2011 the film The

Liverpool Goalie - based on Mæhle’s novel

received the Crystal Bear in Berlin 2011.

Rights sold to Germany. In 2009 he

wrote the awarded fantasy novel The

Country beneath the Ice / Landet under

isen. Most recently he wrote the YA novel

Andromeda (2018) and a crime series

for small children. 

Lars Rudebjer (b. 1958) has illustrated more

than 40 children's

books published in ten countries, and a large

number of school books for Swedish

and Norwegian publishers. Rudebjer is also

known for his illustrations in the Ella

series, written by Unni Lindell. His

production also includes postcards, comic

strips, board games and CD games for

children, and a collection of pictures for

IKEA. He use traditional aquarelle as well as

digital techniques.

FOREIGN SALES

Titles in the series sold to: China, Czech

republic, Denmark, Estonia, Faroe Islands,

Finland, Hungary, Iceland, Indonesia,

Russia, Sami language, Sweden, Ukraine
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CHILDREN AND YA

PICTURE BOOK -  SERIES (12 TITLES)
Lars Mæhle
The Dinosaur Bunch

Dinosaurgjengen

Kagge  2019-2023

46 Pages

In The Dinosaur Bunch, Lars Mæhle and Lars Rudebjer have created a whacky

dinosaur universe for little ones, jam-packed with fun and funniness. 

Reggie Rex is a slightly anxious six year-old who lives together with his family

in the big boggy forest. Reggie is always being reluctantly dragged along on

adventures by his best friend, Tim Troodon. Tim is six years old too, but

nothing frightens him. And then there’s Grandma Rex. Sometimes she can be

deadly!

This colourful series follows the big and small happenings in the lives of Reggie

Rex and his friends. The books are perfect for reading aloud and are suitable for

young children who have just started to read on their own. 

At the back of each book there are lots of facts about all the dinosaurs featured

in the story. 

Length: 48 pages. Format 20 x 25 cm.

175 000 copies of the series printed in Norway alone!


